
Easy to install

Ready to use at lightening speed

All essentials for efficient IP management

Our out-of-the box software for

Intellectual Property Management



Managing

Intellectual Property 

rights digitally

As organizations develop new technologies and expand their brands 

globally, their Intellectual Property (IP) portfolios grow in size and 

complexity. 

IP portfolio managers have to stay on top of local legislation, 

communicate with external agents or law firms and coordinate internally 

on renewing IP rights, data maintenance and IP awareness.

It is essential for these managers to centralize all asset information and 

update portfolio data regularly to avoid docketing mistakes or missed 

deadlines. To carry out these crucial tasks effectively, they need an IP 

management system (IPMS) that is catered to the needs and scale of 

their company or organization.



A compact IP software 

tailored to the needs 

of small IP teams

DIAMS U is designed specifically for companies 

and organizations with smaller IP teams and 

portfolios. An efficient architecture focuses on 

the digitalization and data maintenance of IP 

rights.

With its intuitive user interface, DIAMS U is 

suitable for both IP beginners and

professionals. Built-in features guide 

users through country-specific processes for 

filing and maintaining IP rights.

DIAMS U is ideal for IP owners and law firms 

who want to replace cumbersome patchworks of 

spreadsheets, calendars and paper-based 

processes. Centralize data to get a better 

overview and avoid the risk of missed due 

dates.
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A central digital space to securely store, 

manage and view your IP portfolio, related tasks 

and documents from anywhere.

Intuitive navigation and search features let 

you find anything in just a few clicks.

Due-date calculation based on the latest 

legislation eliminates the risk of missed 

deadlines.

Mass imports and updates reduce the time 

spent on docketing and reporting.

Family tree

Key info

Quick access

All your IP activity

at a glance
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Core IP features

IP family creation wizards

Guided creation of IP rights for multiple jurisdictions 

and conventions at once. Generate new IP families in 

no time.

PTO auditing

Compare your IP-right information with public PTO data 

to ensure that your assets are up to date. Our audit 

features allow you to align your records with public data 

in just a click.

Manage responsibilities

Set up cost centers and custom regions to reflect 

responsibilities by department. Furthermore, you 

can create your own multi-level categorizations to 

cluster assets as you want.

Maintenance Service integration

Submit IP rights to our Dennemeyer Maintenance 

Service team to renew or abandon rights with a 

click. Once renewed, certificates and invoices are 

saved directly in your library.

Due-date calculation

DIAMS U comes with an integrated country law engine, 

updating your records throughout prosecution and 

maintenance with accurate due dates to be observed.

Digital IP portfolio

Dedicated modules for patents, trademarks and designs. 

Enhanced with family tree and world-map views, 

classifications, drawings and prior art libraries for each asset.
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IP office modules

Matter management

Assets, cases or projects like litigations, oppositions, licensing 

contracts, joint venture projects and more. Matters have their 

own document libraries and task schedules and can be linked to 

any other asset stored in DIAMS U.

Contacts & companies

Manage your partners, providers and clients in a 

dedicated module. Track address and responsibility 

changes and oversee your correspondence history 

by contact.

Cost items

Define custom cost items and track spent and 

received costs per IP right, matter or contact.

Events & actions

All assets on DIAMS U have their own task 

and events area providing you with a clear picture 

of past and upcoming actions.

Document & file library

Easily drag and drop files into your assets document 

libraries. DIAMS U supports any file type (e.g., emails, 

office files, URLs…) and allows full text-search, enabling 

keyword searches even on PDF documents.

Search engine & reporting

DIAMS U has a powerful search engine, allowing 

you to perform cross-module searches and easily 

create report templates. You can share reports via 

email from directly within the software.
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Consulting & support

Our IP software specialists combine industry expertise

with detailed knowledge of our software solutions. We 

accompany you throughout your switch to DIAMS U, helping 

you with data migration and providing detailed training if 

needed.

The Dennemeyer advantage

In addition to free IP country law updates, we can support 

you with our extensive range of IP services. Whether you 

want to optimize your IP strategy, prepare investor rounds or 

joint ventures or outsource tasks such as docketing or 

renewal payments, we have the know-how and the 

experience to see your project to completion.

Get started

at lightning speed

Install
Download and install

DIAMS U software

on your PC 

Personalize
Configure document folders, 

IP categories and cost

item types

Import your data
Add your portfolio, contacts, 

past cost items

and documents

Manage IP rights digitally
Get started with useful

guides and tips from our

knowledge center
Ongoing

service
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Contact us to schedule a free product demonstration

www.dennemeyer.com/demo


